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changing weather patterns
What’s happening with the weather?
Over the last few years there has been a measurable increase
around the world in severe weather conditions such as heavy

Impact of climate change
Climate Effect
Temperature

rainfall, strong winds, hail, lightning and drought – and Europe
is one of the most affected regions. According to the European
Commission “Southern and central Europe are seeing more
frequent heat waves, forest fires and droughts; (…) northern
Europe is getting significantly wetter, and winter floods could
become common.”

Aviation Impact

• Europe continues to warm

• Aircraft performance
• Seasonal and geographical

more quickly than the global
average: Scandinavia more in
Winter, southern Europe in
Summer.

changes in tourism demand
patterns
• Heat damage to infrastructure

Changes to Rain & Snow Patterns

• Less snow overall, but heavier

How are changing weather patterns
impacting aviation?
Climate change has already started to impact the aviation
industry both in the way that daily operations are being disrupted
and long-term impacts on infrastructure. According to a recent
study of EUROCONTROL “weather is consistently responsible for
a third of all air traffic management (ATM) delays in the European
network.” “Since 2013, there has been an 80% increase in delay

• Delays and cancellations
• Flooding of airports and

events
• Less rain in the South, more in
the North
• More heavy rainfall events

access routes

• Change in snow clearance
needs

Changes to storm patterns

• More uncertainty in the

• Delays, re-routing, increased

climate modelling here, but
increase in frequency of
strong and damaging storms

fuel burn

• Loss of en route capacity
• Convective weather

affecting multiple airports
simultaneously

minutes attributable to weather.” The increase in the intensity of
rain showers directly impacts airport operations, with increased
risk of aquaplaning on the runway, adding to the risk of runway
excursions associated with excess water. Storms also bring
stronger gusts of wind and airports are experiencing difficulties in
predicting cross-winds to within +/-30 degrees, prompting safety
concerns. There is evidence of more frequent lightning strikes
and more frequent turbulence for which Airbus has recorded a
number of new maintenance issues. Warmer air in the tropics
is impacting the atmospheric jet streams and contributing to
increased turbulence in the northern hemisphere.

Sea Level

• Over longer term, sea level
rise
• Uncertainty over storm
surges

• Permanent or temporary

loss of airport capacity,
infrastructure and access.
• Network disruption

Changes to wind patterns

• Change in jet stream strength,
position and curvature
• Shifts in prevailing wind
direction
• Increase in extreme wind
speeds in North and centre.

• Increase in clear air turbulence
• Increased variability in transAtlantic times and routes

• Crosswind changes affecting
airport capacity

• Operational disruption
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What is going to happen in the future?
It is impossible to say. But most climatologists are predicting the more
turbulent weather patterns we have seen in recent years will continue
into the foreseeable future. Rising sea levels will be a particular problem
for airports and ATM ground infrastructure, such as navigational and
landing aids, especially on small islands which rely on air travel for
rapid connections to the outside world. Given the rising significance of
weather as a factor in reducing ATM capacity in Europe, new ways will
have to be found to measure ATM performance which factor in these
disruptive elements entirely beyond the control of ANSPs. For their part,
air traffic management organisations in Europe will have to develop new
mitigation methods and build more capacity into their systems to cope
with this developing challenge.

Taking proactive action to reduce the
impact of wilder weather
European ANSPs are taking a range of actions to deal with these
changing weather conditions. Better prediction algorithms and
better methods of communicating erratic wind conditions to pilots
are priority target areas for improvement. There are now improved
weather mitigation procedures around airports and training packages
have been developed to provide new procedures to deal with localised
weather issues. EU Member States are starting to include aviation
in their National Adaptation Plans, with some launching specific
aviation adaptation programmes. Airports and ANSPs are starting
to carry out climate change risk assessments and developing their
own adaptation plans.
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How is the changing weather impacting
air traffic management?

En-route ATFM Delay (minutes)
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Considerably. According to EUROCONTROL “weather events are becoming
more intense and less predictable.” It is now “almost impossible to
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gain a proper perspective” on forecasts with direct impacts on traffic
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load for Air Traffic Controllers. A study by the University of Reading
predicts that turbulence will increase 1.5 times, impacting the validity
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of minimum vertical separation minima requirements in the future.
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Already today so called «supercells» occure when thunderstorms converge
over airports resulting in complete closure for safety reasons. Such events
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cause delay and disruptions to airline schedules and increased workloads
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for air traffic controllers. According to the InterFAB Volatility Panel
2012

2017
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ER Weather
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ER Events

disruptive weather events occur in the entire European airspace and the
trend is for these to become more, rather than less, disruptive.

